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Interpretation! (The ART of Observing)

Come on down the rabbit hole with us! Here is our theory in short form.

Newtonian law
breaks down at Quantum levels and that is when
Quantum Laws take over...Quantum mechanic

states that

Entanglement
“THE” Basic of Quantum
Mechanics, connects us to all beings and the universe at large...also
the Bose-Einstein "Unified field" ( or Hawking's Superstring Field )
at the Planck scale
meters (German Physicist Max Planck) is pretty much the
basement of the universe where there is Information and Pattern...in
other words the "Fabric" of the universe...The Quantum "information"
embedded at the Planck Scale is the Proto-conscience of all...

OK, so using Entanglement combined with Quantum Cohesion

ergo "Near Death Experience" and "Electronic
Voice Phenomena" can be theorized as follows.

While the brain is functioning and metabolism is acquiring, the Quantum
Cohesion and Quantum computation are being driven by said metabolism.
When this ends and the blood stops flowing and the Quantum information
is free of it's binds it is dispersed to the universe at large...and
because of Entanglement and the universe being holographic IE:
In the enfolded [or implicate] order, space and time are no longer the
dominant factors determining the relationships of dependence or
independence of different elements. Rather, an entirely different sort
of basic connection of elements is possible, from which our ordinary
notions of space and time, along with those of separately existent
material particles, are abstracted as forms derived from the deeper

order. These ordinary notions in fact appear in what is called the
"explicate" or "unfolded" order, which is a special and distinguished
form contained within the general totality of all the implicate orders.
(Bohm, 1980, p. xv)
The beings information that exists in the Planck Scale does not
dissipate entirely

and remains in a phased relationship.
Therefore it can and
does exist outside the body. ( Down the rabbit hole, DVD 2007 )

“YOU ARE NOW FREE TO ROAM THE UNIVERSE!"

So EVPs and NDEs are NOT Paranormal but quite normal...existing as

Packets of information
bubbling up
from the Planck Scale like glistening pops in soda water...some
conscious of our presents and INTENT ("INTENT" read "The Secret Life of
Plants")

IE: EVP: "Do you have a right to collect these
sounds"...Some not so conscious IE: EVP: Give Jones the map".
(M.A.P.S., Shawn Halpenny, Terri Musgrave 2006)
It (The Packet) could prove to be the Spiritual “Soul” of our
human existence, Gods true “GIFT” to Mankind. Conscious (Self-Aware)
after passing Earths plane of reality. Still quite capable, and
sometimes quite willing to interact with those that are still in this
plane of existence. IE: EVP: “These are the Sheep God wants next”
(GPPRS, Dan Hamlett 2006)

Conclusion
In the coming months Terri and I will detail experiments recording EVPs
with the use of Faraday chambers and digital audio recorders. With and
without microphones. If recording of voices responding to our “INTENT”
can be established from the isolation of a Faraday chamber it would
prove beyond a doubt that our theories have merit.
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